Introduction
============

While most of the pancreas is composed of exocrine cells for food digestion, endocrine cells are responsible for the release of insulin and glucagon hormones to the blood stream for the regulation of blood sugar.[@b1-ijn-14-371] Endocrine cells also have delta cells in islets are composed of α- and β-cells producing glucagon and insulin, respectively.[@b2-ijn-14-371] β-cell is the key factor in insulin secretion, which lowers blood glucose levels.[@b3-ijn-14-371] Insulin secretion happens by the entrance of glucose to the β-cells ([Figure 1A](#f1-ijn-14-371){ref-type="fig"}), which triggers conversion of ADP to ATP ([Figure 1B](#f1-ijn-14-371){ref-type="fig"}).[@b4-ijn-14-371] Furthermore, this closes the potassium channel, causing membrane depolarization that leads to the opening of the calcium channel and the increase of calcium concentration inside the cell.[@b4-ijn-14-371] This process results in fusion of insulin granules and insulin exocytosis ([Figure 1C and D](#f1-ijn-14-371){ref-type="fig"}). Basically, type 1 diabetes is the destruction of insulin-producing cells by the immune system, resulting in a lack of insulin in the body.[@b5-ijn-14-371] Type 2 diabetes is the improper usage of insulin by the pancreas, causing insulin deficiency.[@b6-ijn-14-371]

There are four different modes of exocytosis reported, spanning full fusion, kiss-and-run, sequential, and multivesicular, where full fusion, reportedly, is the most frequent insulin secretion process (92%).[@b7-ijn-14-371] This led to investigating subcellular activities of live β-cells using live imaging.[@b8-ijn-14-371],[@b9-ijn-14-371] Membrane capacitance measurement was used to estimate granule diameters and fusion pore properties.[@b10-ijn-14-371],[@b11-ijn-14-371] However, it is difficult to distinguish concurrent exocytosis, to detect interaction between endocytosis and exocytosis, or to discriminate between fusion and actual release insulin. Another technique used was fiber amperometry, which monitors exocytosis by first introducing serotonin, where then the insulin granules will be taken up.[@b12-ijn-14-371] Then, the electrode detects serotonin that is co-released with insulin;[@b12-ijn-14-371] however, it only measures content release, not fusion event.[@b13-ijn-14-371] Furthermore, there is variability of the results between cells due to the uneven uptake of serotonin,[@b14-ijn-14-371] and serotonin can be toxic to β-cells.[@b15-ijn-14-371] Another technique used is total internal reflectance fluorescent (TIRF) microscopy, which significantly increases sensitivity and spatial resolution reaching 100 nm with time-lapse visualization for insulin granule dynamics. Due to their limited penetration, docking or fusion events are often much less quantified, and compound exocytosis is often undetectable.[@b16-ijn-14-371],[@b17-ijn-14-371] Ohara-Imaizumi et al used TIRF to study the functions of t-SNAREs (soluble NSF attachment protein receptor) in docking and fusion of insulin granules in physiological β-cells, and compared them to diabetic β-cells.[@b18-ijn-14-371],[@b19-ijn-14-371] However, when using TIRF, kiss-and-run exocytosis is more commonly seen,[@b20-ijn-14-371] whereas in confocal microscopy, full fusion is mainly seen.[@b21-ijn-14-371],[@b22-ijn-14-371] This discrepancy is due to the fact that when using TIRF, the cell is in contact with the glass cover slip, and this may cause the process of exocytosis to differ significantly.[@b21-ijn-14-371] Two-photon extracellular polar tracer imaging with sulforhodamine B and FM1-43 allows for better estimation of granule diameter and tracking of vesicle after exocytosis. However, it often causes observational bias for a subset of granules that are not well labeled. In addition, such labeling often causes changes in secretion kinetics.[@b23-ijn-14-371],[@b24-ijn-14-371] Finally, confocal microscopy has been used to study regulation and movement of insulin granules, the effect of different chemicals on insulin granule size and trafficking, and analysis of various components in the β-cells that are involved in the insulin secretion process.[@b25-ijn-14-371]--[@b27-ijn-14-371] However, this method relies on fluorescence labeling, which has several disadvantages including toxicity[@b28-ijn-14-371] and photobleaching.[@b29-ijn-14-371]

Electron microscopy (EM) has been widely used to study the structure of β-cells, specifically for the comparison of insulin granules in physiological β-cells and diabetic β-cells.[@b30-ijn-14-371],[@b31-ijn-14-371] Studies were carried out mainly to locate, visualize, and measure the size of the insulin and glucagon secreting granules.[@b32-ijn-14-371]--[@b34-ijn-14-371] In a recent work carried out by Pfeifer et al, 3D reconstruction of islets were carried out by removing thin sections of the conventionally fixed samples via a microtome, which is housed in the scanning electron microscope (SEM). Three-dimensional tomography was conducted by serial imaging of the block face via SEM, which exhibits the distribution of the insulin granules.[@b35-ijn-14-371] Correlative light and electron microscopy studies were carried out to investigate islets without dissociating them with the self-labeling proteins on Tokuyasu sections via high pressure freezing, freeze substitution, OsO~4~ staining and Epon embedding, which prevents some of the drawbacks of the conventional fluorescence staining after conventional fixation and embedding.[@b36-ijn-14-371] Current EM observations of β-cells have been limited to cryogenic techniques that prevent monitoring of dynamic phenomena within these cells.[@b37-ijn-14-371] The ambiguity surrounding insulin granule exocytosis and other characteristics of insulin granules calls for EM techniques with the ability to monitor such events in native environment. Recent development in liquid-cell transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging has provided new opportunities to study biological structures at unprecedented resolutions by which whole cells or granules can be encapsulated between two electron transparent windows with a hermetical seal, which is achieved by using either thick silicon nitride (SiN) or thin graphene monolayers. Imaging samples in liquid state via SiN windows has an advantage where liquids can be delivered while imaging, but the extra thickness of the two SiN windows deteriorates the imaging resolution. This technique has been used frequently to observe the growth mechanism of nanoparticles,[@b38-ijn-14-371]--[@b42-ijn-14-371] nanostructures,[@b43-ijn-14-371] and metal-organic frameworks.[@b44-ijn-14-371] Woehl et al used in situ liquid TEM to image *Magnetospirillum magneticum* to determine the effects of the radiation caused by the electron beam on the live bacteria.[@b45-ijn-14-371] They were able to verify that the bacteria did not undergo drastic radiation damage and stayed viable mostly during electron imaging. Kennedy et al conducted a similar experiment, but with *Escherichia coli* and bacteriophages, and saw similar results where they were able to determine the average dose of electrons that is needed to damage the bacteria.[@b46-ijn-14-371] In numerous studies, visualization of fibroblast cells labeled with epidermal growth factor conjugated gold nanoparticles were carried out, and the penetration of gold nanoparticles on the surface of the cell was visualized.[@b47-ijn-14-371]--[@b49-ijn-14-371] These all had the drawback of low imaging resolution due to the excessive thickness of SiN. Graphene liquid cell (GLC)-TEM imaging was introduced very recently during which liquid samples are encapsulated between two monolayers of electron transparent, strong and biocompatible graphene sheets.[@b50-ijn-14-371]--[@b52-ijn-14-371] These graphene sheets stay closed due to the van der Waals forces.[@b53-ijn-14-371] All these properties of GLC sample preparation make it perfect for our needs, which are keeping the cells viable and obtaining high imaging resolution. Several works have previously been reported with this technique. Mohanty et al reported the encapsulation of *Bacillus subtilis* bacteria in between a graphene sandwich and carried out TEM imaging.[@b54-ijn-14-371] Yuk et al reported the growth of platinum nanocrystals via coalescence using this imaging technique.[@b55-ijn-14-371] Wang et al used this technique to understand the crystal structure and chemistry information of ferritins.[@b56-ijn-14-371] Wang, Shokuhfar and Klie demonstrated that nanoscale chemical reactors can be created inside GLCs and the rate of the hydrogen molecule formation can be monitored.[@b57-ijn-14-371] Park et al also developed a hybrid method using GLC-TEM and single particle reconstruction, and reported the 3D structure of individual platinum nanoparticles in liquid state, which, without the usage of GLCs, would require collection of images of many individual particles for reconstruction.[@b58-ijn-14-371] Furthermore, Park et al used GLCs to image the structures of influenza viruses, during which they were able to obtain high resolution images of the viruses and visualize the cytoskeleton structure, exhibiting the native state whole cell imaging capability of GLCs.[@b59-ijn-14-371]

Although the overall mechanism of how β-cells secrete insulin at high blood glucose level is well established and described earlier,[@b60-ijn-14-371] it needs to be further unfolded using nanoscale electron imaging so that the reasons why some β-cells secrete insulin while others do not in different environments can be understood. This aforementioned resolution during imaging is of utmost importance and with the recent ongoing advancements in electron optics and sample preparation techniques, more detailed visualization of the subcellular details is possible. Until our wok, monitoring dynamics of insulin granules to aid the detailed assessment of β-cell function with nanoscale imaging resolution has been unachievable with the current conventional approaches due to the lack of both keeping the sample in its native state and using high resolution liquid EM imaging. Therefore, to study insulin granules at high resolution, we used TEM imaging via GLC sample preparation technique and reported the insulin granule fusion and exocytosis. Presence of water in between graphene layers around insulin particles is verified via spatially resolved electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). Viability of the β-cells is monitored before and after GLC-TEM imaging to evaluate the feasibility of this technique on cells. Understanding the physiological structure and subcellular dynamics of pancreatic islet cells in this research, and comparing them with the pathogeny to understand the causes of the dysfunctionalities as a future goal will facilitate the development of more effective drug and therapeutic treatments for diabetes.

Materials and methods
=====================

Cells and chemicals
-------------------

MIN6 β-cells were used for GLC-TEM imaging. We obtained MIN6 cells from Louis Philipson (University of Chicago)[@b61-ijn-14-371] (originally from Jun-Ichi Miyazaki).[@b62-ijn-14-371]

MIN6 cell culture and preparation
---------------------------------

MIN6 cells in the active phase of growth were cloned by the dilution plating technique. The effect of increased passage on the insulin secretion dynamics was evaluated earlier by O'Driscoll et al.[@b63-ijn-14-371] They compared MIN6 cells with passage \#18 and passage \#40 and they reported that the cells which underwent low passage exhibited five- to sixfold increased insulin secretion when the glucose stimulus was in the range of 0--26.7 mmol/L. Therefore, in our work, we tried to keep the passage low, similar to the passage reported in O'Driscoll et al.[@b63-ijn-14-371] Many times experimentation was carried out and 15 to 20 cell passages were executed. Cells were detached with trypsin in Dulbecco's phosphate buffered saline without Ca^2+^ and Mg^2+^, and then resuspended in DMEM, 1X+ GlutaMAX™-I with the addition of 10% FBS, antibiotics (100 U/mL penicillin and 100 µg/mL streptomycin) (Ab), 25 mM HEPES, and 285 µM 2-mercaptoethanol. The cell suspension was aspirated gently with care, to avoid separating the cells into a single-cell suspension. Following this, the cells were centrifuged at 1,000 rpm for 5 minutes, resuspended in prewarmed culture medium, counted, and diluted to a concentration of 100 cells/µL in Krebs--Ringer buffer (with 2 mM glucose). Buffer solutions were prepared by adding 20 mM HEPES, 5 mM KH~2~PO~4~, 1 mM MgSO~3~, 1 mM CaCl~2~, 136 mM NaCl, 4.7 mM KCl, and adjusted to a pH of 7.4. For high KCl stimulation experiments, we adjusted the final concentration with 30 mM KCl.

Cell live/dead testing
----------------------

Live/dead assay of the cells was determined by 1) cell counter by adding 10 µL trypan blue solution 0.4% (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) to 10 µL cell culture, and by (2) fluorescence microscopy by adding 10 µL of 0.46 µM fluorescein diacetate (ThermoFisher Scientific) for counting the live cells and 5 µL of 14.34 µM propidium iodide (ThermoFisher Scientific) to 100 µL cell culture for counting the dead cells. Direct reading of percent viable cells from cell counter was obtained. For fluorescence imaging, Olympus BX51/IX70 and Leica M165 FC fitted with Leica DFC420 C cameras were used with acquisition times of 0.1--1 seconds.

GLC sample preparation
----------------------

The dissociated β-cells were used for investigating insulin granule characteristics by GLC-TEM. In brief, 1 µL of cells (100 cells/µL) in Krebs--Ringer buffer was loaded into graphene coated TEM grids (2,000 meshes) with single layer of graphene deposited on it via chemical vapor deposition (Graphene Supermarket; Graphene Laboratories Inc., Calverton, NY, USA). Sample was dipped onto the floating monolayer of graphene, creating the GLC as discussed by Wang et al.[@b56-ijn-14-371]

TEM imaging, STEM imaging, STEM EELS and STEM EDS
-------------------------------------------------

TEM imaging was carried out via JEOL 1220 or Hitachi HT7700. Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) imaging, spatially resolved EDS and EELS were conducted via Hitachi HD2300, respectively. For low loss EELS, 0.1 eV/channel dispersion was used. Microscopes were operated at a low energy of 80 keV to minimize electron beam damage to the cells. Graphene itself further protected the cells from beam damage by minimizing the radicals and conducting the electrons. During the course of the TEM imaging (0.1 seconds exposure for video recording), electron dose was kept lower than 100 e/nm^2^, which was discussed earlier by de Jonge and Ross.[@b64-ijn-14-371] The dose values are estimates based on experiments performed by Hitachi HT7700. For STEM imaging, the electron dose was kept lower than the critical dose reported by Kennedy et al.[@b65-ijn-14-371] During TEM imaging, both high and low magnification imaging were carried out on most of the cells on the grids, with the main aim of keeping the cells intact in the vacuum environment.

Data analysis and statistics
----------------------------

Image acquisition was carried out via Digital Micrograph 2.11.1404.0. During video recording for [Supplementary Videos S1, S2 and S3](http://youtu.be/D8vabsFyBpc), 30 fps was used, which is high enough to visualize clearly the trajectories of the particles.

Results and discussion
======================

Encapsulation of β-cells in GLCs
--------------------------------

GLC-TEM imaging facilitates imaging of the cells and secreted granules in the smallest liquid capsule in the TEM. Cells were encapsulated between two graphene monolayers with 100 cells/µL concentration ([Figure 2A](#f2-ijn-14-371){ref-type="fig"}). Individual β-cells are shown in the high-angle annular dark field (HAADF)-STEM image in [Figure 2](#f2-ijn-14-371){ref-type="fig"}. This image is in great harmony with the 3D tomography image reported by Pfeifer et al.[@b35-ijn-14-371] The intracellular structures were not as visible as in the cryofixed or conventionally fixed counterparts because the cells in those cases were fixed, stained and ultramicrotomed to a thickness less than 100 nm, reducing the electron scattering, thus increasing the imaging resolution, while in this work, whole cell imaging was carried out with no fixation and ultramicrotomy.

Effect of GLC encapsulation on the β-cell viability
---------------------------------------------------

One of the advantages of GLC-S/TEM is to protect the cells from the vacuum environment due to the strong graphene layers. GLC-TEM imaging has also been reported to be a very significant tool for the characterization of Madin--Darby canine kidney epithelial cells and it was proven that the cells were still viable in the correlative fluorescence microscopy imaging after the TEM study.[@b59-ijn-14-371] The other advantage is that graphene is electron transparent, which means that the radiolysis effect due to the electron charge build-up is at a minimum. Radiolysis of the water-based cell medium would create radiolysis by-products including hydroxyl radicals and hydrogen peroxide, which furthermore might interact with the cells and create oxidative stress, respectively.[@b66-ijn-14-371],[@b67-ijn-14-371] This may result in cell death. To test how the viability of the cells change during GLC-TEM imaging, cells were removed from the incubator at *t*: 0 seconds, stained with trypan blue and checked for viability via cell counter, which reported that cells were 97% alive. Another set of cells from the same batch was stained with fluorescein diacetate and propidium iodide for fluorescence imaging. After 6 hours with no electron microscopy, the cells were reported to be 88% and 91% viable with and without fluorescence stain, respectively. This showed that on the bench, with the assumption of linear rate of cell viability loss, viability drops 1% per hour and if stained for fluorescence, additional loss of 0.5% per hour was monitored. Furthermore, to check the viability change via GLC-TEM, cells were encapsulated in GLC and examined for 2 hours with an electron microscope. By interpolating the viability from the cell counter, when the GLC was prepared, viability was 97% (1.5% per hour ×2 hours) =94%. After 2 hours of TEM imaging, with 1.5% per hour viability loss, 3% viability loss was also expected due to the both nature of the cells and the effect of stain, making them 91% viable ([Figure 2C](#f2-ijn-14-371){ref-type="fig"}). Via fluorescence imaging, the cell viability after 2 hours of GLC-TEM imaging was reported to be 73%, making the viability loss due to GLC-TEM imaging 91--73=18%, with respect to the total number of the cells in the starting batch ([Figure 2D](#f2-ijn-14-371){ref-type="fig"}). This verifies that the cells remain mostly viable when encapsulated in GLC and imaged in TEM for at least 2 hours. We should also add that further work should be performed to fully asses if the cells are alive during TEM imaging in graphene liquid cells. There is always high chance for artifacts in liquid cell systems under electron beam that may lead to improper interpretation. We noticed that success rate of our experiments is quite low which points to the lack of proper control on keeping the cells alive during TEM imaging in GLC. We encourage the scientific community to perform such experiments with proper cross checking with other characterization techniques.

Verification of the presence of water, graphene and insulin
-----------------------------------------------------------

Low loss EEL spectrum was collected from secreted insulin granules and reported in [Figure 2E](#f2-ijn-14-371){ref-type="fig"}. For the investigation of the presence of water, carrying out EELS analysis on β-cell will not be informative due to the excessive thickness of the cells, which is around 5--8 µm. Thus, the analysis was carried out on relatively smaller secreted insulin granules in the cell medium. The blue, red and green arrows at 6.9, 8.5 and 14 eV show water optical gap,[@b68-ijn-14-371] water exciton[@b69-ijn-14-371] and σ+π bond for graphene.[@b69-ijn-14-371] These are indications of the proper preservation of the samples, that is, samples are encapsulated in graphene and have liquid. Investigation of oxygen K edge in EELS was avoided since the source of oxygen in the GLC sample can be any constituent of the buffer, not limited to water. Insulin is also known to show fingerprints of calcium and zinc before secretion.[@b70-ijn-14-371] [Figure 2F](#f2-ijn-14-371){ref-type="fig"} shows the EDS data collected from secreted insulin granules, which indicate the presence of calcium and very low amounts of zinc, which was consistent with an earlier study by Li,[@b71-ijn-14-371] confirming the release of zinc after the secretion of insulin. Calcium and zinc can be also used as an identification marker for insulin granules residing in the β-cell and for potential quantification of zinc, calcium, or other element homeostasis and insulin maturation. But after the secretion, negligible zinc was observed in these particles. Furthermore, the copper signal was due to the copper grid and aluminum from the grid locking mechanism of the holder.

Fusion and exocytosis events
----------------------------

β-cells have four modes of insulin granule fusion. In full fusion (92% of total exocytosis), a granule completely fuses with the plasma membrane (PM) forming an omega structure.[@b7-ijn-14-371] We have successfully imaged and recoded, with nanoscale resolution, the dynamics of insulin fusion and exocytosis in real-time as shown in [Figure 3](#f3-ijn-14-371){ref-type="fig"}. Formation and docking of insulin granule outside the PM and release of the insulin are shown as false colored TEM images in [Figure 3A--H](#f3-ijn-14-371){ref-type="fig"}. Furthermore, [Figure 3I](#f3-ijn-14-371){ref-type="fig"} shows the morphology and size change during this full fusion process. [Figure 3A](#f3-ijn-14-371){ref-type="fig"} shows the proximity of the PM at *t*: 0 seconds. Initially, there is a small insulin granule by the PM with a size of 52 by 68 nm with an aspect ratio of 1.3. Furthermore, the presence of bubbles in the liquid area shows the presence of liquid, specifically, the formation of hydrogen molecule bubbles due to the electron beam induced radiolysis in the liquid.[@b72-ijn-14-371] [Figure 3B--F](#f3-ijn-14-371){ref-type="fig"} show the time sequences of *t*: 2, 4, 6, 8 and 32 seconds, exhibiting the growth of insulin particle. [Figure 3F](#f3-ijn-14-371){ref-type="fig"} shows the fully grown particle to a size of 130 by 388 nm with an aspect ratio of 3. In addition to the size of the particle, the aspect ratio also increases, but until *t*: 16 seconds, after which it stays constant and slightly increases until *t*: 64 seconds and afterward increases drastically. The granule, initially shaped as a sphere, transforms into an imperfect rectangle following docking on the PM in an omega shape (Ω). This shape transformation is affected by the PM, where if the PM was not there, these particles might have been grown to spherical shape similar to the initial shape of these particles. This trend in the shape transformation is traditional for the insulin undergoing full fusion. After *t*: 60 seconds ([Figure 3G](#f3-ijn-14-371){ref-type="fig"}), the granule is retrieved, fusion pores open and as time passes (*t*: 120 seconds) insulin is released ([Figure 3H](#f3-ijn-14-371){ref-type="fig"}). The further increase in the aspect ratio with more drastic shrinkage in shorter axis compared to longer axis might be an indication of the insulin release in parallel direction with the short axis that is perpendicular to PM, which is anticipated through the basis of insulin fusion as well. Another example of full fusion is also reported in [Figure S1 (Supplementary Video 3)](#SD1-ijn-14-371){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

An insulin granule undergoing kiss-and-run exocytosis transiently fuses with the PM and subsequently moves away. The transient and narrow fusion pore often indicates as a failure of insulin secretion. In multivesicular exocytosis, several granules are fused together, leading to a robust and abrupt insulin release that brings risk of hypoglycemia. In sequential exocytosis, a granule fuses with another granule that is already fused with the PM, in which exocytosis sites move into the internal area designated for exocytosis.[@b7-ijn-14-371] The TEM images in [Figure 4A--L](#f4-ijn-14-371){ref-type="fig"} show the sequence of sequential exocytosis. Individual insulin particles are observed to attach onto the top of the anchored initial particles first, and afterward, these particles approach each other and further toward PM. In [Figure 4A](#f4-ijn-14-371){ref-type="fig"}, at *t*: 0 seconds, one of the insulin particles is marked with cyan arrow. Following this, attachment of new particles is designated with additional colors throughout a 0.5--5 second time interval. Comparing the positions of the particles in [Figure 4](#f4-ijn-14-371){ref-type="fig"} (*t*-0 seconds) with [Figure 4](#f4-ijn-14-371){ref-type="fig"} (*t*-0.5 seconds), the particles with cyan arrow in 4D, dark green arrow in [Figure 4I](#f4-ijn-14-371){ref-type="fig"} and yellow arrow in [Figure 4K](#f4-ijn-14-371){ref-type="fig"} moved toward PM, which is expected in sequential exocytosis. In [Figure 4E](#f4-ijn-14-371){ref-type="fig"}, at *t*: 2 seconds, the insulin particles with light blue and dark green arrows and in [Figure 4G](#f4-ijn-14-371){ref-type="fig"}, at *t*: 3 seconds, insulin particles with orange and purple arrows are observed to attract toward each other. This attraction, along with the attachment of the new ones to the already anchored ones, is thermodynamically favorable due to the fact the total surface area will be reduced, which will further reduce the Gibbs free energy. The observed sequential exocytosis here also matches with the relatively lower resolution video recorded by two-photon excitation microscopy by Takahashi et al.[@b73-ijn-14-371]

The observed full fusion and sequential exocytosis are similar with respect to the ones reported by Takahashi and Kasai[@b7-ijn-14-371] and Takahashi et al.[@b73-ijn-14-371] The EDS characterization in conjunction to similar particle size also confirmed that the particles released are insulin. Kennedy et al[@b65-ijn-14-371] was able to monitor the cellular functions by the expression of green fluorescing protein-GFP-LVA by *Escherichia coli* in the electron microscope. We used an electron dose that is tolerant for the live cell imaging. Furthermore, graphene is 1) impermeable to ion flow, so the liquid medium cannot leak from the graphene cell, and thus prevents the cell drying; 2) electron transparent, so electrons do not accumulate on the sample, preventing electron charging induced damage; 3) thin (\~1--2 nm) due to its monolayer nature compared to thicker Si~3~N~4~ windows (\~30--100 nm) used in earlier works, therefore, formation of secondary electrons is in a lower extent, thus less radiation damage; and 4) a radical scavenger, continuously removing the radiolysis by-products. In addition to these advantageous features of graphene, the electron doses used in this work are within the limits of live cell imaging, and in addition to the cell viability test with fluorescence imaging, similar to the experimentation by Kennedy et al,[@b65-ijn-14-371] cellular function specific to the β-cell under consideration, that is insulin secretion, was monitored.[@b65-ijn-14-371] Furthermore, the authors did not observe insulin secretion in many of the cells they monitored. Reasons for this could be either the particular cell under observation is not viable or the local glucose concentration in the given graphene pocket is not enough for the initiation of the insulin secretion.

For metabolic activity tests reported in the literature, the KR2 buffer contained 2×10^6^ cells/mL, which has 0.002M (mol/L) or 2×10^−6^ mol/mL glucose concentration.[@b74-ijn-14-371] Similar glucose concentration in the buffer was reported by Llanos et al[@b75-ijn-14-371] and Hays et al.[@b76-ijn-14-371] So, the total glucose one cell faces is 10^−12^ mol. However, in this work, the authors used 100 cells/µL, which is 10^5^ cells/mL. Therefore, the total glucose of 0.002M (2×10^−6^ mol/mL) was received by 10^5^ cells/mL. This translates to (2×10^−6^ mol/mL/1×10^5^ cells/mL) 2×10^−11^ mol/cell, which is 20 times higher than the one used by Bernard et al.[@b74-ijn-14-371] This amount of glucose is high enough for insulin secretion. We also observed the full fusion process rarely, even though it is the most common mode of insulin secretion. However, this local high glucose concentration helped with the observation of a few full fusion processes. For future studies to investigate the insulin secretion under varying glucose concentrations, KR buffer will be prepared with higher glucose concentrations.

Many experimentations have been carried out to monitor these insulin secretion events; however, only a few were very successful in imaging insulin secretion ([Figure S1](#SD1-ijn-14-371){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Considering that TEM provides local information about the specimens and is most suited for understanding the mechanisms, we suggest more experimentation should be carried out to further verify these results. Furthermore, even though appropriate glucose concentrations including KR2 to KR50 were used, tightly wrapping of cells between the graphene monolayers yields little amount of liquid wrapped with the cell itself in the graphene capsules, which may not always be high enough for monitoring glucose-induced insulin secretion events. The inability to monitor high numbers of insulin secretion events due to these reasons also hinders monitoring the other types of insulin secretion, namely kiss-and-run and multivesicular exocytosis in addition to the monitored full fusion and sequential exocytosis. Additional tests with microfluidic TEM cells should be pursued in addition to the GLC-TEM studies conducted here.

Even though GLC is advantageous over the Si~3~N~4~ based liquid cell TEM holders due to the addition of a few layers of graphene instead of thicker Si~3~N~4~ membranes, which deteriorate imaging resolution, formation of individual graphene sandwiches happens due to the adhesion of two monolayers of graphene via the van der Waals forces between two graphene layers. Hence, an individual cell is wrapped in isolated capsules of graphene sandwiches, hindering the interaction of multiple cells. However, due to the nature of the Si~3~N~4~ based liquid cell TEM holders, multiple cells could be enclosed in Si~3~N~4~ enclosure and the interaction of cells in the cell medium could be monitored.

Conclusion
==========

In this work we reported a direct investigation of insulin granule dynamics in β-cells, which is highly critical for diabetes research. Utilizing GLC-TEM, β-cells were first encapsulated between monolayers of graphene. Verification of cell intactness and the presence of water in graphene sandwich confirmed the feasibility of technique for the cell imaging. Afterward, the insulin granule full fusion and the relatively rare sequential exocytosis were reported for the first time with nanoscale resolution. At the later stages of insulin secretion through full fusion, the aspect ratio of the insulin granule remained high and increasing further, which indicates the release of insulin in perpendicular direction to the PM. Retraction of the anchored insulin granules toward the PM was monitored during sequential exocytosis for the first time with nanoscale resolution as well. The present findings provide an indispensable tool for type 1 and 2 diabetic researchers to monitor the insulin granule dynamics at very small scales. This can open up new opportunities to investigate the effect of chemical stimuli and immunosuppressive drugs on insulin secretion. However, due to low success rate of our experiments and possibility for artifacts, we believe additional characterization and studies should be followed to fully assess if the cells remain to be alive during TEM imaging.

Supplementary material
======================

###### 

(**A**--**H**) False colored TEM images from Supplementary video 3 recorded for full fusion. Growth of insulin was reported at *t*: 0, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 120 seconds. Scale bar: 200 nm.

**Abbreviation:** TEM, transmission electron microscopy.
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![Schematics depicting fusion and exocytosis process of insulin granules.\
**Notes:** Channels: yellow: K, light purple: glucose, blue: Ca; organelles: light purple: endoplasmic reticulum, dark purple: nucleus, green: Golgi apparatus, pink: mitochondria, particles: red: insulin granules and yellow: secreted insulin. (**A**) Glucose and K channels are opened and Ca channel is closed. (**B**) Glucose enters the cell and ADP is converted to ATP, K channel is closed and Ca channel is opened. Insulin granules move toward the plasma membrane. (**C**) Insulin granules dock to plasma membrane and release insulin. (**D**) Inset of the black rectangle shown in (**C**).](ijn-14-371Fig1){#f1-ijn-14-371}

![(**A**) β-cells are in KR2 low glucose medium encapsulated in graphene liquid cells. Cells are hermetically sealed between two biocompatible monolayers of graphene by the van der Waals forces. (**B**) False colored HAADF-STEM image of β-cells located in GLC sample. Red, β-cell; yellow, cell medium; green, copper mesh on TEM grid. Excessive thickness of the cells makes the intracellular structural details less visible. Scale bar: 10 µm. (**C**) Cell viability was tested via cell counter and reported as 1) no added fluorescence stain at *t*=0; 2) after keeping the cells as unstained (*t*: 6 hours); 3) as stained (*t*: 6 hours); and 4) after being imaged for 2 hours via GLC-TEM and was reported as 97, 91, 88% and 73% viable, respectively. (**D**) Cells were stained and imaged via GLC-TEM and the effect of GLC-TEM imaging was tested. Fluorescence microscopy image showed 73 green and 27 red cells, exhibiting 73% cell viability at *t*: 6 hours. Orange, white, green and red arrows show TEM grid, tweezer, live and dead cells, respectively. (**E**) Low loss EELS data show the presence of water optical gap at 6.9 eV, water exciton peak at 8.5 eV and graphene σ+π bond at 14 eV shown with blue, red and green arrows, respectively. These show encapsulations in between graphene and the presence of water. (**F**) The EDS data on secreted insulin granules indicated the presence of calcium and very low amounts of zinc, which are fingerprints for secreted insulin granules.\
**Abbreviations:** arb, arbitrary; HAADF-STEM, high-angle annular dark field-scanning transmission electron microscopy; GLC, graphene liquid cell; TEM, transmission electron microscopy; EELS, electron energy loss spectroscopy; EDS, energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy.](ijn-14-371Fig2){#f2-ijn-14-371}

![(**A**--**H**) False colored TEM images from [Supplementary video S1](http://youtu.be/D8vabsFyBpc) recorded for full fusion.\
**Notes:** Blue, cell medium; purple, insulin; green, cell. (**A**) Cell, cell medium and a small insulin particle are shown at *t*: 0 seconds. (**B**--**F**) show the time sequences of *t*: 2, 4, 6, 8, 16, and 32 seconds. Insulin granule grows to its full size. Aspect ratio increases until *t*: 16 seconds and stays the same until *t*: 64 seconds. (**F**) (*t*: 32 seconds). Fully grown particle is visible. Particle formation and following docking on the membrane in an omega shape (Ω) were known to be typical for these particles. (**G**) Retrieval of the granule (*t*: 60 seconds) and (**H**) (*t*: 120 seconds). Release of insulin was observed with aspect ratio further increasing. (**I**) Insulin granule morphology, size and aspect ratio change during full fusion. Scale bar: 200 nm; magnification 300,000×.\
**Abbreviation:** TEM, transmission electron microscopy.](ijn-14-371Fig3){#f3-ijn-14-371}

![(**A**--**L**) TEM images from [Supplementary video S2](http://youtu.be/WKzXM-5bsuI) recorded for sequential exocytosis with 0.5-second intervals. Region 1: cell, region 2: plasma membrane, region 3: cell medium. At *t*: 0 seconds, insulin particle with cyan arrow is shown (**A**). Formation and attachment of one new granule to the already anchored insulin is shown with purple arrow at *t*: 0.5 seconds (**B**), with dark blue arrow at *t*: 1 seconds (**C**), with light blue and dark green arrows at *t*: 1.5 seconds (**D**), with light green arrow at *t*: 2 seconds (**E**), with orange arrow grows at *t*: 2.5 seconds (**F**), red arrow at *t*: 3 seconds (**G**), yellow arrows at *t*: 3.5 seconds (**H**), at *t*: 4 seconds (**I**), at *t*: 4.5 seconds (**J**), with black, purple and brown arrows at *t*: 5 seconds (**K**), white, gray and pink arrows at *t*: 5.5 seconds (**L**). Attraction of these particles toward themselves (**E**) and retrieval of these granules by time toward PM is monitored as well. Scale bar: 200 nm.\
**Abbreviations:** TEM, transmission electron microscopy; PM, plasma membrane.](ijn-14-371Fig4){#f4-ijn-14-371}
